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Disclaimer

The authors of this ebook do not promote criminal, underage gambling or gambling to
those living in a jurisdiction where gambling is illegal. The information within this
book is for entertainment purposes. The authors and associated websites are not
responsible for external content and offers are subject to change. The authors cannot
be held responsible for any loss arising from the methods promoted herein. No
guarantees of any financial nature are expressed or implied and reading this ebook
implies that you accept these terms.

Congratulations!
This report will show you exactly how you can profit from
the online casinos and beat them at their own game.
It’s NOT complicated, and you DON’T need a degree in
mathematics or statistics to profit with this system. The
instructions are so simple and easy to follow that even a
six year old could play and still win (provided, he had his
Daddy’s credit card to sign up in the first place! ☺)
But seriously, the only thing you need to do is follow the
instructions EXACTLY. It’s extremely tempting to be greedy
with this, but that is the worst thing you can do. This is like
a “recipe” for winning, if you don’t follow the recipe,
something is likely to get burned … your wallet!
If you do exactly what you are told, then you will be able to
generate hundreds of dollars in winnings every single day –
Just like I have.

Below is a screenshot showing the various deposits I’ve got
into my bank account over the past couple of months. As
you can see, it’s a nice chunk of change – Over $23,000 in
less than two months ☺. This system works!

Are you ready for your bank account to look like that?
Then Let’s Get Started Shall We?....

How To Make $200 In Just 10 Minutes
– Guaranteed!
Ok, first of all, I’m going to give you a couple of rules - for
your OWN good.
1) You must follow these instructions exactly.
2) You MUST follow these instructions EXACTLY!!!
I really want to stress this point. The whole idea of a
“system” is that it is a plan to follow. If you don’t follow it,
then you’re just another gambler throwing money down the
drain…and I know you don’t want to be that!
I want you to read through this document the whole way
before you get to any betting (and winning). This book is
not very long, and the tiny effort you make now will be
worth hundreds if not thousands to you in the future.
As you may know roulette is a game based on odds and the
law of averages. The casinos know this – and they know
how to use those laws of averages to their own benefit.
What we’ve done here, is turned the tables. We’re not
breaking any laws of averages, we are simply
“manipulating” them to our own advantage.
Once we know how to do this, we pretty much guarantee
that we’ll win every single time we play. Pretty cool huh? ☺
With that said, this system has been tried and tested to work
for a specific casino. Every casino online is different and
uses various algorithms to determine their ‘random’
outcomes. For that reason, we STRONGLY advise that you
play this particular casino. You cannot blame us if you go to
another casino and end up losing your hard earned money.
Stick with what works!

Step #1 – Download The Software
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

FOLLOW THIS LINK TO SKIP THE DOWNLOAD STEP AND
PLAY INSTANTLY:
http://www.EZ-Casino.com/instant.html
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The first thing that you need to do is download and install
the software so that you can play at the casinos. Don’t
worry, this casino is the largest in the world, and all the
software is verified safe to run. We run it on our machines
after all.
Click Here To Download The Software
If clicking that link doesn’t download it, copy the following
link into your browser:
http://www.EZ-Casino.com/download.html
If you want to use your mobile phone, follow this link:
http://www.EZ-Casino.com/mobile.html
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*** Important Note For USA Players ***
If you are in the USA you won't be able to use the casino software
above, unless you are from New Jersey. For the rest of USA
players, you are recommended to use the link below as this casino
will accept players from the USA.
For USA Players Only: http://www.EZ-Casino.com/usa.html
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------You should see a box like this or
similar. You will need to click
“Keep” or if using
Firefox you may have to “Save”
to your desktop and then launch
the file.

If you get this
window, just click “Run”
to start the installation.

Please wait while the files are being
downloaded
Click the “Next” and "Install" buttons
to install the software.
Next, you need to register yourself as a new player under t e
following screens:

Choose "Yes" if you get the following window, then click on
the "Deposit Now!" button (or choose "Play Now" to practice and
get confident with LazyCasinoProfits system, remember that you
won't risk your own money)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------NOTE: For US players who want to take advantage of this
system, you should use the casino below.
For USA Players Only: http://www.EZ-Casino.com/usa.html
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Casino's Lobby

Once you’ve logged in, you’ll be presented with the main
casino welcome screen. The first thing you need to do is
click on the “Cashier” at the bottom left of the screen.
Follow my instructions and I’ll show you how to play without
risking any of your own money!

Click on the “Deposit” button that appears next. This will
allow you to add funds to your account.
Here is where you can play without risking any of your own
money….
When you sign up to the casino, they will give you a bonus of
100% of your first deposit up to a maximum of $200 (About
£132 at the time of writing).
Why would they do this? They do it to entice you to put as
much in as possible, thinking that you’re just like every
other fool who is going to end up losing a lot. However, we
know different…
I strongly advise that you deposit $200 into your account so
that you can get the maximum $200 bonus. That way, you
can use the bonus money to start you off and keep YOUR
money absolutely safe!

You NEVER have to risk your own money and can later
withdraw it. So the best approach to take is depositing
$200, play with the $200 bonus and then in the future
withdraw your original stake with all of your winnings.
(If you cannot afford the $200 just yet, we recommend that
you put in at least $100 (~£53). You want to get as much
bonus money as possible to play with initially so it is well
worth doing it now. You only get a 100% bonus on your
first deposit.
If you are making the deposit with Paypal, use this link
to have your bonus:
http://www.EZ-casino.com/paypal.html
Note: For US players, it is impossible to use a debit/credit
card. Click the “NETELLER” tab instead. On the next page,
there is an option to signup for a NETELLER account which
you can fund using your Visa card or from your bank
account. You can then make your deposit from the funds
within this account!
Now, with the $200 bonus deposit you can play using the
LazyCasinoProfits system 100% risk free. If you do make a
mistake (i.e. you DIDN’T follow the instructions) then you
still have not lost a single penny of your own.
We recommend that you leave this $200 in your account as
the casinos look more favorable on accounts with money
always in them, and in some cases this can help you get
much further in beating the ‘system’
Now let’s move on to the good stuff. How YOU can beat the
system….

How To Make Hundreds A Day At The
Roulette Table Following This “Idiot
Proof” Formula!
Here is where the system starts to work.
Once you’ve made your deposit of $200 (or at least $100),
you need to click the “Roulette” option on the left of the
Lobby screen.
Choose a “French” table, it has better odds.

Remember, the secret is not to be greedy – that’s exactly
what they want you to do, and that’s exactly how they make
their money. Follow the rules and don’t be a fool! ☺
This system utilises the High – Middle – Low style of betting
to start off with a low bet and then build up to a much higher
level. Rather than betting on a single number which gives
you a 1 in 36 chance of winning (not good!) this system
gives you a 1 in 3 chance of winning.
BUT we are going to use this method in a certain way that
we can dramatically increase our chances of winning.
First you need to understand how the table looks like….

There are three sections that you will be betting on – the
High (3), Middle (2) and Low (1) sections as indicted on the screenshot
above i.e. the 1st 12 numbers, 2nd 12 numbers and 3rd 12
numbers.
For the Low section, any number between 1-12 will give you
a win.
For the Middle section, any number between 13-24 will give
you a win.
For the High section, any number between 25-36 will give
you a win.
By betting normally on these three sections, the odds are
1:3 meaning that if you want just to break even, you have
to win at least one out of every 3 spins.
However, by using this system correctly, you will increase
those odds in your favour so that you will only need to get
one win out of every 17 spins. The law of averages says that
you should be able to get over 4 wins out of
those 17 spins!

If you don’t comprehend it yet don’t worry, here is how
you play it. Just follow these guidelines.
1) As a new player you can spin the wheel without betting
yet.
2) You need to look for a specific sequence in the
numbers when one of the High, Middle or Low sections
has not come up for 7 spins. You do NOT bet until this
happens. i.e if you spin the wheel seven times and only
get numbers between 15-36 then this means that a
LOW number hasn’t turned up for 7 spins.
3) The odds of one number not turning up for 8 spins is
over 1:25 meaning that 24 out of 25 times you WILL
get the result you want – in this case a LOW number.
So NOW is the time to bet on the LOW section.
4) You must always use this technique and ONLY bet
once there has been a gap of 7 spins without a certain
type of number coming up. So don’t get greedy.
5) Now that you know it is SAFE to bet, you need to know
HOW to bet. To bet a certain amount, click on that
type of chip e.g blue $1 chip and then click where you
want to place it on the table.

Bet Number

Your Stake

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

$1
$2
$3
$4
$6
$9
$13
$20
$30
$45
$67

Your
Winnings
$3
$6
$9
$12
$18
$27
$39
$60
$90
$135
$201

What you do is this…
Start off at bet number 1 i.e. you wait for a 7 spin gap and
then bet $1 on the section that hasn’t shown up for 7 spins.
This gives you $199 in the pot, and $1 on the table. A win
will get $3 back.
However, even if a bet doesn’t win, do not worry. Simply
move on to the next number for the following bet, and
you will still win money. You don't need to wait for another
7 spins gap to bet again, just bet inmediately after a not
winning spin.
ONLY follow the bet chart if you lose the bet. I.E. you bet $1
iin the low section and a number 26 shows off. Then you
bet $2.
For example: If you bet $1 for your first bet and lose, you
are down $1. So if you start with $200, you now have $199.

Next time, you bet $2 – taking you to $197 in the pot and
$2 on the table. If this one comes in, you’ll get a return of
$6 making your total now $203 so you’ve still made a profit,
even though you lost the first round!
Even if that $2 bet loses, you bet $3 next time – giving $194
in the pot and $3 on the table. If you win this, you get $9
giving you $203 total!
Even if you get to the end of the sequence and lose, it still
doesn’t matter.
Say you get towards the end and bet $45 and lose... you
will still have $67 in your pot.
The next bet is $67. If this one wins you get $201, so you
still make a profit!
Using this system, you can lose up to 11 rounds, but as long
as you keep increasing your bet each time you will ALWAYS
make a profit! Now can you see how powerful this system
is?!
You have just manipulated the law of averages to give you a
MASSIVE advantage!

There are a couple more pointers that you must consider:

1) Never spend more than 30 minutes at the same table.
After this time, the tables seem to get harder to play.
Don’t ask me why! Nevertheless, the best thing to do
is exit out
and start again on a ‘fresh’ table.
2) Do NOT get greedy – You HAVE to be disciplined and
follow this system. Any deviation and it can go wrong,
but stick with it, and you can easily generate $400$500 in just an hour or two of playing.
3) If at any time you’re not comfortable with the way
things are going, just quit. There’s no point going
bankrupt if you have one bad day. It’s better to leave
and come back again later.

Here’s a quick review of what to do:
1) Click on the link below to install the software and click
“Money Play” to set up a new account:
http://www.EZ-Casino.com/download.html
2) Use the “Cashier” function to make a deposit. Use Debit
or Credit card for instant funding. (US players use the
NETELLER function)
3) Deposit $200 to get the maximum $200 bonus. If you
can’t afford this, make sure you deposit at least $100
to make sure you can start playing with bonus money
and therefore, keep YOUR money safe.
4) Choose the Roulette table – a private french table with
standard stakes.

5) Spin the wheel without betting until one type of
number (High, Middle or Low) hasn’t turned up for 7
spins in a row.
6) Start betting $1. If you lose, bet according to the table above.
If you win, start over from $1.
That’s all there is to it! It’s incredibly simple, but like I said,
you have to be disciplined and stick to it. Using this system
you can lose up to 10 times in a row, but so long as you
follow it, you will always end up with a profit.

As a final note, feel free to give this report away to any of
your friends, family or contacts whom you think will benefit
from this. This book was written to help “The Little Guy” like
you and me beat the big casinos.
Once you’ve put this system to the test you’ll want everyone
else to experience the same success that you have.
The only restriction is that you must leave the content intact
– do not change it, or you could end up giving someone the
wrong information!
You can send us suggestions or questions to:
contact@ez-casino.com (this address is only for you,
please help us keep it spam free).

